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ABSTRACT 
 
 
The Western Aeronautical Test Range (WATR) operates the ground stations for research vehicles 
operating at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC).  Recently, the WATR implemented 
a new system for distributing Time, Space, and Position Information (TSPI) data.  The previous 
system for processing this data was built on archaic hardware that is no longer supported, running 
legacy software with no upgrade path. 
 
The purpose of the Radar Information Processing System (RIPS) is to provide the ability to acquire 
TSPI data from a variety of sources and process the data for subsequent distribution to other 
destinations located at the various DFRC facilities.  RIPS is built of commercial, off the shelf 
(COTS) hardware installed in Personal Computers (PC).  Data is transported between these 
computers on a Gigabit Ethernet network.  The software was developed using C++ with a modular, 
object-oriented design approach. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The WATR previously used hardware designed to handle distribution of the 240 bit per second (bps) 
synchronous serial data from the instrumented tracking radars to the central data processing facility.  
At this central facility, the radar data underwent the parallax correction and matrix transformations 
required so that reformatted data was sent to point Telemetry, Communication, Video, and Flight 
Termination pedestals at the same target and provide vehicle position information to the Mission 



Control Center (MCC).  This previous system was in place for over ten years, during which time the 
transport hardware in use became obsolete and unsupportable.  Various attempts were made to 
handle the changes in technology without addressing the basic problem:  How to handle distribution 
of the synchronous IRIG formatted tracking data using modern technology? 
 
At DFRC, two changes were made.  The first was to modify the local instrumented tracking radar 
computers to output data that is not yet one of the IRIG standard formats.  This new format complies 
with the RS-232 standard for asynchronous data transmission (a description is in Appendix 1).  The 
second was to change the paradigm of how and where radar data is processed.  The decision was 
made to distribute the radar data acquired at a local facility in the local or IRIG formats and 
distribute that data over an Ethernet network to any or all other facilities in the WATR.  At each of 
these remote facilities, any radar available on the network can be used to drive the local pedestals 
involved in the research mission of the specific target.  The result of that decision is the Radar 
Information Processing System (RIPS). 
 
RIPS provides the capability to acquire data from a variety of sources and process that data for 
subsequent distribution to Project Users in the WATR MCCs in real-time.  RIPS also provides 
formatted data for post-mission analysis.  Sources of data can be local, downrange, and mobile 
instrumented radars, on-board Global Positioning System (GPS) data, and Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) data.  Additionally, RIPS is used to provide pointing or acquisition data to 
radar, telemetry, communication, video, and FTS assets. 

 
The combination of functions presented below constitutes the capabilities accomplished by RIPS. 

 
• Scaleable and Configurable for each adaptation or configuration 
• Reliability achieved using a Redundant Design and Architecture in which a single point-of-

failure will not impact system operation 
• Provide a Common Data Format and a well-defined Application Program Interface (API) 
• Support up to ten radars and eight pedestals per adaptation 
• Support concurrent multi-mission activities 

 
 

WHAT IS RIPS 
 
RIPS is a distributed processing system, which is to say that every RIPS machine can do the data 
processing required by its’ local environment.  Any RIPS PC can be a data source for any other 
RIPS PC, and any RIPS PC can be a data destination for any other RIPS PC.  For the RIPS 
architecture, we defined a RIPS node as two PCs and two Ethernet switches.  This allows 
redundancy for both the PC and Network elements.  One node is installed at each of the WATR 
facilities using the RIPS for TSPI data acquisition, distribution, and processing.  These nodes are: 
 

A) ATF, Aeronautical Tracking Facility, Building 4982 
B) COMM, RF Communications and FTS, Building 4824 
C) LRO, Long Range Optics, Building 4800 Room 2613 
D) WINGS, WATR Integrated Next Generation Systems, Building 4800 Room 3113 
E) DEV, WATR Development Laboratory, Building 4800 Room 2404 



 
We will present RIPS in two sections:  first, the COTS hardware supporting the TSPI data 
acquisition and data distribution; and second, we will present the software developed to meet the 
requirements of the TSPI data users at DFRC. 
 
 
1) RIPS HARDWARE 
 
RIPS is based on the PC platform, and uses Windows 2000 © as the operating system.  The PC 
platform in use is an Intel motherboard with a single 2 Gigahertz (GHz) Central Processing Unit 
(CPU).  One Gigabyte (GB) of Random Access Memory (RAM) is installed in each system.  Refer 
to Figure 1.1 RIPS PC Block Diagram. 
 
RIPS uses COTS hardware for the synchronous serial input and output of IRIG-formatted tracking 
data.  This hardware is a SuperFastCom 232/4-PCI card provided by CommTech.  As this card only 
supports 4 channels, there are two installed in each of the RIPS systems to meet the requirement of 8 
channels of synchronous data.  Each channel supports full duplex operation, and at rates that exceed 
the requirements of the standard IRIG formats for instrumented radar tracking data. 
 
RIPS uses COTS hardware provided by the same vendor for all asynchronous input and output 
requirements.  This card is the FastCom 232/8-PCI, with 8 channels on a single card.  The formats 
currently supported are unique to DFRC requirements, with the addition of the asynchronous format 
provided by the Pacific Missile Range Facility at Barking Sands HI for support of the NASA Helios 
project.  Further information about the formats available will be discussed in Section 2, Software, 
below. 
 
RIPS uses COTS hardware for the input of IRIG-B Amplitude Modulation (AM) timing.  This 
hardware is the True-Time ® PCI-SG2 card.  RIPS makes calls to the system time for all time stamp 
events, and the PCI-SG2 is used to provide an accurate time reference for the Windows system time. 
 
Please note, this card is being discontinued due to the recent merger of True-Time and Datum.  The 
card the new company (Symmetricom) is offering is an acceptable substitute; unfortunately, this will 
require additional work to integrate a different driver. 
 
RIPS also uses the Ethernet interface built-in to the motherboard described above.  This interface 
operates at 100 Megabits per second (Mbps), and is the foundation of our network-based data 
distribution. 
 
RIPS uses COTS hardware for the network data distribution.  The Cisco ® Catalyst 3512 Ethernet 
Switch has twelve Cat5 ports operating at 100 Mbps for the connection to the local RIPS PC, and 
two fiber-optic ports using Gigabit Ethernet for the connections to other RIPS switches.  For 
redundancy and reliability, each switch at any node is interconnected to the other switch at that node 
using four 100 Mbps connections utilizing the Cisco EtherChannel protocol.  Using the four uplink 
ports available at each node, every node is connected to every other node in a fully meshed pattern.  
With the Gigabit backbone, the RIPS network is highly underutilized for the five nodes currently in 
use at DFRC.  Refer to Figure 1.2 RIPS Network Block Diagram. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.1 - RIPS PC Block Diagram 
 
This is a block drawing of a RIPS PC configuration, showing serial synchronous and asynchronous 
I/O, timing, network connectivity, and standard keyboard, video, and mouse capabilities. 
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Figure 1.2- RIPS Network Block Diagram  
 
This is a generic block drawing of the RIPS network configuration, showing the redundant, fully 
meshed, peer-to-peer topology.  The solid lines depict 100 Mbps copper connections, while the 
dashed lines indicate 1 Gbps fiber-optic connections. 
 
 
2) RIPS SOFTWARE 
 
RIPS was developed using current C++ with a modular, object-oriented design approach.  Microsoft 
Visual Studio was the development environment, with Visual C++ Version 6.0 being the specific 
compiler used.  This software package was chosen based on the requirement to use Windows 2000 ® 
as the operating system for all RIPS PCs. 
 
RIPS utilizes all the benefits of C++ for our modular approach to system design.  A new module is 
created as each new format or interface is defined.  The WATR owns all the source code for RIPS, 
and can rapidly modify that code to support new Range or Project requirements. 
 
The following paragraphs outline the overall design of the RIPS software.  The RIPS hierarchy 
organizes the system into eight functional elements, or Computer Software Components (CSC): 
 
A) The Data Acquisition element contains the front-end hardware.  It interfaces with the ground 
systems and hardware to perform the basic data acquisition.  This is the Acquisition CSC.  
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Connection to existing hardware is via RS-232 DB-25 connectors.  Data can be acquired from 10 
unique data sources at different baud rates and in any of several IRIG formats (See RIPS Interface 
Control Document (ICD) for a description of all supported formats).  In addition, RIPS also 
processes weather data and INP, IRV, and TLE satellite position data.  Each received data sample is 
time stamped and checksum validated if appropriate.  Data can also be received from other RIPS 
nodes via Ethernet TCP/IP connections.  Multicast UDP data packets containing FAA-supplied 
position information are also received via Ethernet. 

B) The Data Processing element performs the function of converting the raw input data into 
Vehicle Geodetic positions such as range, azimuth, and elevation (RAE) or Vehicle Geocentric 
positions such as latitude, longitude, and altitude (LLA).  This is the Math CSC which processes data 
at input data rate.  All calculations are made using double precision variables during processing of 
any input data.  The input data can optionally be filtered and also be refraction corrected using 
current weather data measurements. 

C) The Data Distribution element is responsible for the actual transport of source data to the 
Data Processing element and is also used for subsequent delivery of data to the Pointing and Slaving 
element.  This is the Network CSC.  Within a local RIPS node, data is shared using the common data 
buffer and a set of queues.  If the data is to be transmitted to another RIPS node, a TCP/IP 
connection is established to transmit common data packets.  This CSC is the connection between the 
Data Acquisition CSC and Data Processing CSC.  Use of data queues removes any ‘Lock-Step’ 
requirements and allows each data resource or destination to operate at its own rate. 

D) The Pointing and Slaving Data element performs the functions necessary to drive the various 
pedestals in use at DFRC.  This is the Pedestal CSC.  Connection to existing hardware is via RS-232 
DB-25 connectors.  Data can be sent to eight unique data sources at different baud rates and in any 
of several formats (See RIPS ICD for a description of all supported formats).  In addition to the 
pedestal formats, RIPS also can provide pointing data to any radar device as slaving data in any of 
the formats described in the RIPS ICD.  Data can also be sent to other RIPS nodes via Ethernet 
TCP/IP connections.  

E) The Data Recording and Formatting element performs the processing required to make data 
available to local and external users in various formats in real-time or post-flight.  This is part of the 
Process CSC.  Data can be recorded in two forms, raw or engineering data.  Raw data packets from 
any data source are written to disk as they are received without any intervening processing.  This 
data file can be read back by any RIPS node at a later time for alternate processing.  Engineering 
data is converted from raw input data to any of the Dryden Time History (DTH) formats and then 
written to disk.  These standard formatted data files can then be read by any number of NASA 
programs that read and process DTH data.  A comma-separated format is useful for input into 
Microsoft Excel Spreadsheets. 

F) The Health and Status element performs continuous gathering and dissemination of system 
performance parameters associated with each of the subsystems.  This is part of the Process CSC, 
although it utilizes parts of the Network and GUI CSCs.  All RIPS nodes broadcast their status on 
UDP port 801 every 10 seconds.  The status of all active resources is provided.  If the node contains 
input from a weather station, it is also provided to all other nodes.  Each node collects the broadcast 
status information from all the other nodes for local display to the operator.  Messages can be an 
error (Red text), a warning (Yellow text), or information (Black text).  The Message Log, along with 
the Health and Status display, keeps the operator informed about the operation of the system. 



G) The Command and Control element performs the functions necessary to configure the RIPS 
system for any given mission.  This is part of the Process and GUI CSCs.  The Command and 
Control element is a series of dialog boxes that allows the operator to start a radar, start pedestal 
output in some format, start or stop data recording, reconfigure radars, pedestals, I/O channels, etc.  
The operator can also use pre-configured scripts to set up often-used configurations.  See the RIPS 
Users Guide for a description of all the menus and controls. 

H) The Data Display and Visualization element is responsible for the depiction of data in a 
graphical means that can be utilized by various types of personnel located locally at NASA Dryden, 
downrange and at other facilities.  This is the GUI CSC.  This CSC is composed of three parts:  the 
Radar Touch Screen, Pedestal View, and Map View.  The Radar Touch Screen displays data being 
received from a radar resource; either locally connected or a network resource.  It can be displayed 
in a variety of formats and engineering units.  The Pedestal View displays data that is being sent to a 
pedestal with capabilities similar to the Radar Touch Screen.  The Map view is a graphic 
presentation of radar data.  Three different views are available.  The first is a 2-D top view of the 
radar site showing azimuth and range to the target.  The second is a 2-D side view of the radar site 
showing elevation and range to the target.  The third view is a 3-D round earth view showing the 
target location.  Target data can be saved from 1 to 60 minutes for display in any of the Map views. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
RIPS is an excellent replacement for the legacy TSPI system at DFRC.  It provides a modular and 
scaleable architecture, utilizing commercially available hardware.  The software is fully owned by 
the Western Aeronautical Test Range at the Dryden Flight Research Center, NASA’s Center of 
Excellence for Aeronautics. 
 
RIPS has unlimited growth potential.  As new requirements are delivered, the flexible and well-
documented Application Program Interface (API) will support any new software development.  
Hardware requirements can be addressed by adding workstations configured with the COTS 
hardware to the node or facility that is bringing new requirements to the system; i.e. if more input or 
output channels are required at a particular location, the end user only has to provide another PC 
with the appropriate hardware and tie into the RIPS network.  The Gigabit network backbone can 
support many more nodes. 
 
Future expansion currently being planned includes support for the Simulation Facility at DFRC, and 
also for the Mobile Systems Group.  The Simulation Facility will use RIPS as a data source to drive 
the various simulation labs.  It will also provide data to the RIPS network for use in MCC training 
and system testing for other MCC customers.  The Mobile Group includes telemetry and other assets 
that deploy to remote areas to support various customers.  The RIPS is designed such that other 
expansion is possible, with no limitations on hardware or software, other than original design 
constraints. 



Appendix 1 
 
 

Dryden Flight Research Center Asynchronous Radar Data Format 
 
The RIR16 instrumented tracking radars, S/N 34 and 38, currently use an asynchronous, serial 
ASCII data format at 19,200 Baud conforming to the EIA RS-232 standard to exchange position 
information with local assets.  Figure A-1 describes the bits in each field of this data stream with 
definitions provided below. 
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Figure A-1 
 
Notes: 
 
1)  Everything is comma delimited. 
2)  AA is the synchronization pattern. 
3)  Seconds-time-of-day, Universal Time Code (UTC), Floating Point (FP) in 9.3 format 
4)  Azimuth in degrees, FP10.6 
5)  Elevation in degrees, FP 10.6 
6)  Range in International yards, FP11.2 
7)  Signal-to-noise in dB 
8)  Plunge bit where a “1” means antenna is upside down 
9)  Refraction bit where a “1” means refraction correction is applied 
10) Beacon bit where a “1” signifies beacon track 
11) On-target bit where a “1” signifies on target 
12) Site address either “2” for Radar 34 or “3” for Radar 38 
13) The messages ends with a non-comma delimited <CR><LF> 
 
 




